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Congratulations to the Spring 2022 ACERS Scholarship Recipients

The ACERS Scholarship (Achievement in Computer Science) is a merit-based scholarship for students who can demonstrate a degree of financial need greater than that of the scholarship. Twenty ACER scholarships are awarded each year specifically to UNO Computer Science students.

Twenty-one undergraduates and eleven graduate students were awarded ACER for Spring 2022. The amount of the scholarship is $1,500 (graduate) / $1,000 (undergraduate). The scholarship is offered to defray tuition costs in the Spring 2022 semester.

**Undergraduate Students**
- Emmanuel Adefuye
- Dylan Nguyen
- Lisa Gilmore-Montero
- James Westman
- Aasish Rijal
- Jaden Forester
- Ayush Sharma
- Kurt Oberlander
- Bipin Pachhai
- Christian Fuller
- Hoang Nguyen

**Graduate Students**
- Mihajlo Drobnjakovic
- Matthew Orgeron
- John Popich
- Ivan Zelenkov
- Bithi Islam
- David Dinh
- Cooper Monzon
- Charles Graffeo
- David Pace
- Xinyuan Chen

More info: cs.uno.edu